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o extra s, ots on the Laue photograph.

Introduction.

decent research on X-ray scattering by crystals

ha j shewn that the baoA.-ground of luminosity on

Loue photographs is not structureless, but consists
of certain well defined spots and streamers. (Hainan

and Hilafeanton, 194-0, Bragg 1940, Lonsdale 1941,
!■■■ res ton-1941). The extra spots differ from the Lane

spots in that they do not correspond to definite

positions of the crystal relative to the incident

bear;. However, the researches of Mrs, Lonsdale have
shown that the extra spots lie in the neighbourhood

of L&ue spots and have the greatest intensity when

the crystal is only slightly turned from a position

which would give a Bragg reflection. She axiggeots

that the positions of the extra spots merely form

a pattern similar to that formed by the L&ue spots,

but slightly displaced on the photographic plate.

A very good photograph showing this effect is given

in "Nature* (i47, P.-ftT). Another difference between
the two types of spot is the temperature effect. By

decreasing the temperature the Lane spots become

much more intense, and photographs taicen at liquid
air temperature show them much more clearly than

those taaon at ordinary temperatures. On the other

hand, the intensity of the extra spots decreases
with decrease in temperature, and, in fact,



experimenta carried out at liquid air temperatures

give no extra spots on the photographic plate.

There have been several theories put forward to

explain thia phenomenon, particularly toy Bragg and

Preston, Raman and Hilateantan, and Faxon,
Professor Born has considered the effect that

would toe produced toy the electronic excitation wave.

Although it was found that this would produce maxima

in the intensity of the ooattered light, apart from
the Lane spots, the maxima were not sufficiently

sharp, nor bright to toe observed.
The effect which is produced by the vibrations

of the atoms of the substance under consideration,
was developed in a paper by Professor Born and myself,

(In Press for P.H.S.) and the results obtained appear

to agree with observation.

Sections (1) and (2) contain a part of this

paper and I have to thanJc Professor Born for allowing

mo to use it. Section (3) deals with the temperature

effect on the aoattering. The equations obtained in

§l and j ■» ore too general to allow an exaet
discussion of the position of the extra spots.

Sonaequently certain assumptions have to toe made. In

§ the positions of the extra spots, and the shape
of the spots are considered for a diagonal lattice

(Born, 1723 § i3 ) under the simplifying assumption that
the effects of anisotropy can toe neglected.
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In section {£) we mke the simplification of

considering only directions of scattering which lie

in the plane y = o .

I take this opportunity to express sincerest

thanks to Professor Born under whose guidance I have

done my research.
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A system consisting of N particle a living the

equilibrium position vectors fk> M" ^ ia

considered, iSach partiele ia displaced by thermal
Hv

motion, the k " to the position fw •* £«. say,

shets uk is small.

The directions of the incident and scattered

X-ray beams are defined by the unit vectors I and

s1 respectively so that

\*Ut, \S'l = \ , (s.s1) = cwt , (s- V)1 = -

where ® in the angle between the incident and

scattered beam.

The quantities K and K1 are introduced by

means of

K = !«s , K1 = 21 . %' .

A " 1 - A "

A is the wave length of the incident X-rays

and it in assumed to be practically unchanged by

scattering. However the small changes in the

frequency which are produced on account of the

excitation of the electrons of the atoms are not

completely neglected since they are responsible for

the incoherence of the different components of the

scattered intensity, which is taken into account in
the problem.

The different quantum states of the whole



vibrating system are distinguished by a quantum

number <v which stands symbolically for & oet of

numbers, *\„vq • It will be
noted in passing that this ( ) arises from the

fact that the system has to be considered as only

having ( (sts-V) ) degrees of freedom; for auoh

vibrations of the partides ua would just give the

whole ayaten a displacement must be omitted, Thia is

because such a vibration corresponds to aero

frequency and consequently does not give rise to a

quantum mechanical problem. This reduces the total

number of co-ordinates by three, Connected with each

state a of the system there exists a probability WW ,

a function of w„ v\1. . of finding the system in

this state, Under the action of the incident light

the system can make transitions to all possible other

states *>' , The distribution of the final state,

corresponding to a definite initial state w will be

determined by means of the selection rules of the

system. During the transition * -» *< the system

emits radiation which ia proportional to llC*.W)\
when:; H is the electric moment and depends on the

amplitude, correctly retarded, of the incident wave,

and M(wX) is the matrix element of the operator

^ i.e. is equal to (w»\,W WW) , W*. being a
wave function of the vibrating system. Plucsek has

shown, that for a crystal whose dimensions arc? small

compared with its distances from the source and from
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the observer, (as la always the case in the pr&etioni

work),

omitting all-effects of polarisation. d*is the

polar!sability of the atom \< which fiuesek proved

to he a function of the displacements of the other

atoms. By a quantum mechanical consideration of the

electrons and nuclei of the atoms he has, in fact,
shown that oi% can he expanded in a series of the

thus;«

Working on such a hypothesis,the effect that the

intensity of the scattered light was calculated. It

was found to be assail, and the fluctuations in the

intensity were not sharp enough to give spots as

definite as those which do appear in the background of

the Laue photograph. e shall thus neglect this

effect, i.e. what we actually neglect la the change
in frequency of the scattered intensity, for we

dw s el* U*'u '
k'u v }

would have on the
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neglect the energy communicated to the system in

dousing the atomic electrons to jump to higher

quantum states. However, as has been stated earlier,
the effect is not entirely neglected, since we do

take into account the incoherence of the different

components of scattered radiation.

can be calculated with the help of the

dispersion formula of quantum theory, and it can be

expressed in the form

(V3) ■ <*4* ,

tfhere is the polariaability due to the

free electron, and is the atomic scattering
factor. If we define

then we shall huvo

h\ = <*G-£ ,

and

(l-0

ia the matrix element of j
Thus the intensity of the scattered X-rays

corresponding to the transition vv -■> ^ is

w = idc iuvov1
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.here I0 s t0 %9 the intensity of the incident

radiation, and C i3 the Thomson scattering factor

. r \ e H <<»*&N C= r ««• —— '

i.e. it is the scattering power of a free electron

through an angle ®
It is at this point that m take into account the

change in the frequency of the scattered Intensity,

for each transition w-■>*.' will give rise to

scattered intensities of different frequency, and thus
the total intensity I is given by

Norm! co-ordinate 3 are now introduced by means

of the equations

(i-8) I = JoC 2Z, \J(A.vOrfVvlW ,

Whom in the eigen-vector belonging to the

frequency o3j , and in normalised so that

(ho) I < .«£ = • 1 e*. = 5Ult» ^ <
k j

and also the must be chosen so that ^ I w* ^J
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is the earn* as the second order terras in the

potential energy of the displaced system.

But

iuU; s i- I l , wj 5 evJx sj.u
i > Xi : I a'

and thus the right-hand side of this equation must he

the expression for the potential energy of the dis¬

placed system when this is expanded in a power series

in uk and terms of higher order than the second

rejected.

How the Hairdo.toninn, in terms of these co¬

ordinates and the conjugate momenta pj = i3
is

H " = i ,

i.e. the ouia of Hatuiltonians of independent harmonic

oscillators. Thus the wave function of the whole

system is a product of the normalised wave functions

of the harmonic oscillator, e shall write it

'hi) vy 0**1) - M? OMv) ^C^a-lz

The number of factors will be (trt-a} t for, as

stated at the beginning of this section the system

has {srt-3) degrees of freedom. The numbers n,,^
describe the states of the independent oscillators -

in the following work this set of numberu will be
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represented symbolically by the one number k .

Sine# the ^ are real functions, (Komi to
functions), ^OhV) = ^\) i aad • i»
operator involving q, -numbera only

(to)
jm) = j^M) < *^''0 A?

5 ( S ^O Ai = S^',l0

<45 "

thus

(j.„) 2 = 2 ((»,<) {>'•"•") .-

the diagonal element of the matrix \\\ ,

Now the expression (1»8) for the tott.il intensity
%

be cons©a

(ws) I = I,C j |j\V*0 WCW)
w

o must now replace the uw by ^ in the expression
for 1 . i'his becomes

f .. !i

where for brevity we have written

ilS

and

\
: ft»= f*

L** L •
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Thus

if.l =• - v i (.t* - Up ; ?'\ * A* Ap e 5 >
Wfc

arid the expression for the intensity is

(!•»«) I = IoC Z 2 A«A*« f *¥\M) e' 'C * K^>df.
vv **'

This integral was evaluated first by a method

used by Ott, which involves the use of Beesel and

begendre functions. Professor Born has also solved

it by an elegant method, employing the properties of
Dime's density funot ion. It is to be noted that

many writers expand the exponential in the integrand

in a poser aeries and integrate term by tern. They

actually evaluate only the second order term - that

of the first order vanishes - and then express the

result again as that exponential which would give rise

to this lowest terra if expanded in a power series.

Although the final result is the w« aa that

obtained by actually solving the integral, the method
of obtaining it is hardly rigorous.

In order to find the value of 1 , we first

express it in its extended form, using the expression

(1*12) for the wave function, Thus -
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U Wirtf J

since

Wt^) s 11 V\l{vvy) ,

y{*\) being the probability of the jK oscillator

being in the state aj . How we make use of the
result due to Ott, that when H'hU) io the wave

function of a linear oscillator, and Wl*0 the

probability of the state *■

& being the frequency of the oscillator, and

(i - ^ , T the absolute temperature. Thus

- 4*- ccv (V,4w ''1 .

we obtain

(l2<0 I = I0C 5 e U|<K

where we have written, for brevity,

(s-io ««• * ? At.ii - tio1
i *...4 icj

h • —.

i<T
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This formula gives correctly the temperature

influence for the scattering of molecules. For as

T increases from aero increases

from unity and becomes very large when T is large.

Thus increases with T and so I, which
-CW

involves i only in the term c , decreases

as " increases. From physical considerations v/e

see, that, in formula (1-21), a aero vibration mot
be emitted, since 2!l1 -■> o aa

4u>
to,-, o This amounts to the aim® considerations

us were made at the beginning of this section, i.e.
the omission of a translation of the whole system.
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The lenttoring crystal. lattioea,,.,.

Lot { <x, , at, ) be the baa la vectors of the

crystal lattice, and (bt,b„.,b5> be those of the
reciprocal lattice, so that

We assume the basis contains s particles at

the points fK , wsip.. « . Then the equilibrium

position of any particle of the lattice is

integers.

We consider a crystal similar in ahape to a cell,

containing »v r H cells, and use the cyclic boundary
conditions (Born, Atomtheorie dee beaten Suatandes

19235. It is well known that when each lattice point

fKl suffers a displacement u.^ , the second
order terms in the P.IS. may be written in the form

(10 (a;, bj) = SCj

(2-9} 5k = Jfk ■* hco ■* li a4 ,

where h, U» V3 are any positive or negative

(?•*)

the relations
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The equations for small vibr&tioria with frequency wj

are thus

(j.«) - <*] uKX i I I *
W? 1 I
IU» ^ic'u s O

L XyJ

These can be solved by introducing the plane waves

(*o

where

and

and the

= § i< to")

(l,<0 = ^UkVJ"* ^

<\oi = Ovtf tidtyevS , ScJ-isjvjtv^ ~ \ < '<* * K'j

tic (<0 ttwat satisfy the equations

w] vvvK ^*(<0 ~ 2

k\}

kk1
5U)
<V

<WyCO = O

the coefficients

r H '
kk1

1 XCJ

Xy

6'S)

by mans of

kk' 1
xy
<\

1

being connected with

2
I

- i
kk1 -t(U<V)

In order that the t£ should have non-trivial

solutions the secular determinant of (2-7) must

vanish, This gives an equation of the (}*)* degree

in ^ v which has 3s ^aul positive roots for
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three of these, the acoustical branoli, behave ilk©

of for small ^ , All the rest, the optionl
branch, assume non-aero constant valuea as

w# now introduce complex normal oo-ordinate© hy

\^-kn ei 0-i«O
7^" !iW

_ ^IhO ; ,

, fjW = ~ I /"h" ■ -V '
where the satisfy the ortho-normal relations.

2 ?£l<0 si'coO = $j>' ,

2 «kxC^ eik^ - ^ S™\
j

and also equations similar to (a*7) namely

(j-IO «? -2,2
r kic1

r-M

«V
VvjCO
I VU^IiHp

■s © ■

the w.^,-2 axis being a suitably ohosen set of

rectangular axis fixed in the crystal.

We shall show immediately that the complex

co-ordinates fjOV) are not independent, and thus

they oannot be treated quantum mechanically as

performing independent harmonic oscillations. Oaing

(2*4), (2*8) and also the fact that the coefficients

1 kit1 . are real, we have1 %u J '

tsy. ;[y.'« -I -
k'k
vjxj

_ r L
r I kit'

I [ tj,
-i(trO

k'k" 'kk»*
4* s *4

. ^
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Thus, oincG C°0 are real the equations
corresponding to (2*11) for c*'1 C^") are

u]w «kxoo - 5k\j
Xj

"Wk,l Ck'UC^
*y

, -
"°V ■ WMkVwK'

which ar© just those satisfied by SkI"^
thus far all k and. j

(jn3> - ?i (_c0 -

consequently we shall have

f = 15 r«< —— (d'w •
" 1 Jn

= 56 K ulK)
*1 JZ

\l,

(j.W) ^ ^ r 5»W •
Thus M the two co-ordinatea fjC^and f3(-<0 are not
entirely independent, jieal, independent oo-ordinuteo
are obtained by introducing the real and imaginary

parts of thua

(?■ rs) fjC<0 = £ ( tyGtf * c ■

The factor has to be introduced on

nocount of normalising conditions,

Using (2*1$),

(?-'0 ijjW - » 3jH>.
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So tho.tr ^(oOfend 3-Ccn") can be chosen arbitrarily for
Just half of ^ -apaoe, defined for e xample by
^•n") - IT < <\t $ T\, - H < , 0$ c\a < Ti

With, of course, only half the pointa in the

^..o plane, for exaiaple, only that part of the

^:0 plane for whiah <\a , with a out along
the negative half of the ^ -nxin.

Considering the expression ^ * aJ~a' • , we
see that the total number of independent co¬

ordinates is b* = M for eaoh branch j of the

5s vibrations. ?<e shall denote by an accent sums

and products which have to be taken over half the

-space only - unaccented sums and product signs

mean the whole of ^ -apace is included.
How the expression for Ux will become

(?•»•) U2 = i { * { f f *k<\~) {^j ^ •

and so eaoh of the and 3j (c\) > for the restricted
domain of ^ -space satisfy the equation of the linear
oscillator. The total wave function for the whole

system can then be written down

(ii<0 V/tyi)' \\' 4>OjC<0, ^C^). 4>CWOJC^) ,

where *vjC<V) ^uid bjCcy") are independent quantum

numbers, and <$(.%*") is the Kermite function of
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degree w ,

fe now expreao the ftmotion ^ (1*4) for the
crystal in terms of the independent co-ordinates

C<0 • ^

6-20)
*■ ??*•

I i /«\ ^CWO
- J 5 *k^ eln «M.

I »

vhere, for brevity, we have written

9* = (iS-JS &0 . "* l,,,s

(l,«) =

and

(j*0 \
A,

l»9t ^ V29i a

Jk ea-'-r'\

It - •. tH'- e«taO.

Thus

(j-aa) l(f 5 5 'M? eif<vZ«',a^
ww» vO >

where

(3^ _ IV , ; X _ i r , J
Z^t 0 ^ J 1

r j *; -iOU)
Jh | UC°l) e 1)^ ) ~ Lki ^

Before we determine the natrix elements of \%\' ,



_ . 1*0 .

2 ( must be expressed only in terras

of those oo-ordinates <7j (<V) , 3jC°0- which are

independent.

("2'2^0
1-0 ,.

U'<0 =
Ja J*

{d^^- -!iw

and using {2*13), (2«i6) and the value of L k CO by

(2.21)

* Id* bl / ;(?•**) 2^> O'O = 2**' 0>"V

Thus in can convert the sum over the w.hoio of -apace

in (2*22) tfc one over only half the apace, and thus

express lf\ m terms of independent ^(cyV.

( \ If l1 T S fa n* C1"1'^ - ^ ?q, { Z*^^ 4^ta'(2 2b> U\ = I b fttV C v e. J <V 1J vO L *■

1*0 , * pi? / X

The quantity Z^i CM^ "* ZK(c( Ch^) can be

written down immediately. It is

(p'2*l3 Zmjt C^^") Z^i Ch^ = Hkic1 u-°o in*) -v (.M)^
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where

■ j- { ilw) + L"« w>«" • i 1 * '■"' '1 "* M-
(i-3S)

^ ,

CM- ~ uWo •l'*-
JiH I J J

Introducing these in the expression for |^\ we

get

(Vat,1) 1f\V 2 5 M? ]jn' WV 17 10 j <v

fh© weighted average of thla expression is obtained

exactly aa in j\ by using Ott*s formula,

Performing the averaging process, the product in

{ a-w'5, which is the only part affected, becomes

- - Ki^'CixO)1 + («»»' — «*W
(i*0 iV e1T"'

j H

m . *
VT

The qutuitlty "t (Hitit" (j,<V)) aan be

written down immediately from (£»2B)
Thus

(j-3®} VvtK1 = \ | (l**1 (Jftif 4 JW
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(»«o) = ;l ukvf - Liw Cw»i!' + CfWlijW*41^
u

tea VU(ti U,op is a real quantity, and ainoe

u'
the ©xpreaaion for Vli|c, y,a\ ia an even function
of cj, . A1.0 fro,, the tint form in which it hao
been written, we uee that it ia a positive quantity.
Thus the infinite product in {2•29} can again he

extended over the whole of -apace, a factor \z
being added in the exponent, thus the product

become

r - - 2 Cj ^ Jl— coty fylq") _ yA
7 1\) C J <\ 2 - C >

where

_ WW \/ U. f i .0^ - fV5*UV, , = 15 V^I 00 ^V'32) k« j ^ K dWjlcfl 1

J

When the nunber of eel la in the crystal beoooas

large, the difference between consecutive valueo of
each of the , C*s 'j2^) becomes ajaaall, 23 , andVv

the euraaation over <^, can be replaced by an
integral. 'fhua for a regular function
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I FOMi,<W) = (£,)' jjf
W\* V -T,

= A^dcyjd<n3 , , n^s H.
Thua proceeding to the limit for large N, VUki Qan

be written in the form

(? W) vutic' I f Via' i-— CoV
i -S T"

U'

where

(t-as)

-

f Ut = ,h» I J ILiwf A. da .J J -r, A <*>W a '

11

^ick' (ij. j j [iiw c w <u tw'^+ L?^ ii, ^ r0^ «**>
"5 Awj(^

Aotaaliy when the vibration (^)i.c\) ia one of

those in the aooustioal branch the origin in -apa.ee

era a t he excluded from the domain of integration,

since, corresponding to c|sO we would have w^so
i.e. the lattice vibrations correspond to a trans¬

lation of the crystal as a whole. For the same

reasons as in $\ this must be omitted.

Introducing all these results in the weighted

average 2 W(vv) of 1|| we obtain

(hSb) I WW = 2 N § c^U'^ft
w ' It
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it d
f'e ahull nmv consider the order of magnitude of U^i

with a view to expanding the exponential Amotion
.. a'Uicit1
t in a series, Writing the integrand of the

lO
expression (2*35) ?or , in extenso, it is

li.rA 7 ~ ^,)*CS"Sl)u ; w xj . i , N * M &<A.\^ y|(j) (ci^

Since for all branches j of the lattice vibrations
the components of the eigen-vectora assume

finite values, which on account of the normalising

equations (2*lh) are of modulus not greater than unity

and thus

I tic« 4,^ = ' l'f 1 «3'(<0 e^CvV" ^'0'' I

and the expression (2»J7) is leas than

2. , i(\-cn$) • 1 ^ * cot, *^<0,^ i 4^^ JkT,
0 IS h,< cwgle o( scattait^

and, by the maximum modulus theorem, the modulus of
,, u«the integral in the expression for UkP is leas

than

(?.») 1^2!) ' ft)' T ( -1- cofc/^s A-
wWMP a J i 4wj^) v
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Assuming T does not become very large, (which
is a reasonable assumption, since this theory deals

only with crystal structure, and at very high

temperatures the substance will begin to lose this

form)^ the only parts of this expression which would

give rise to singularities are those parts for which

wi belongs to the acoustical branch of the

vibrations and lies in the neighbourhood of the

origin, The actual origin itself roust be excluded,
as has already been stated. To find the contribution

to the integral which the acoustical vibrations

u>n for small cy make, we consider the
value of

where the integral is taken over a small sphere of

radius <Vo drawn about the origin. The volar*,e

element da can then be replaced by dc^de.d^
In this region C°0 , * 8 of the form,

w*W - cjf «t>c»)c3 ,

are the velocities of
sound in the directions
of the axes.

andand w can be expanded in a power

series of u,(cQ

con. be expanded in a power

cotw j, 2 "j jkT
5kT *»,00 * 1 4k'T: 1 ' ' "

pvooMed ^ Wj(c^ < 2kJ,
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Thus the expression {2*39) behavea lia:e

'[ f f2' Jil_ cfsiK*, = 4*c^T, 2 (CV) -
>1 o I Jo <?<? JS J

the tcnaa which have been negleated being of the

second and higher orders in c^6 . This is small
since is small, provided T doea not become too

u1
large and thus Ut(t' has no singularity. The

integral in (2*33) will in fact be bounded, and have
some upper limit which increases with J

If we introduce f the maximum frequency of the
vibrational spectram, and the Debye Temperature

5 u>0 = ® and write = Wo Wj(<V)
k

then we as© that the expression (2*33) i®

4(w»*> i„* r _ f i -o
u: Ti j 1 ^ ^ '

where 0 $ £ ) . . tor substances which a re

hard © is high, and so the factor - is not
anjail unless experiments are carried out at high

temperatares, which is not the case. Thus the

integral is finite, and the factor multiplying it
met be small. This factor can be writ ion

s (t-ceo&) \
© ^

where ^ ■ the atot.ic weight of the atom
and . w1 / .

b "
5%k " ^ '

if A is measured in A.U,
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Thus the constunt factor is small if >k' are

large, © is large, directions not fur removed from
the incident beam are considered and A. is large.

However A ia restricted also by ||ie fact that in
order to obtain Laue spots at all it must be smaller

than the distances between particles of the lattice.

If wo take the special case of diamond as an

example ® * 23^0 °K and * 12 » tiie

numerical factor we are considering is

«(t'cwe) c\$*[

A1 ' 12, 2MO

a value of A used by Bragg is about o-*| ft U., thus
this constant » 0-50(1-<*»©) which is small

small 6 .

U1
Thus UkK» does not have any singularities

and can be made small, 'Ve shall assume that <3>, *** .

*V and A are chosen suitably to make it possible
Uu'

to expand c K*' in a power series and neglect

terms of second and higher orders. Thus we assume

in the expression (2»36) that the double aura over L
,1

and I approximates to

5

How

5 * =

ll'

1

5 e
1 / 5»w *JW
of*\ $ft-\ <?«(

a

where
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and ia the Laue intensity factor. As n -•> c© each

of the Sn ($A") approaches the periodic Uirac
delta function £($*), which ia of period f and
has singularities at 9<*s 2-k^ , k* an Integer.
We shall uaaurae that the crystal io large enough to

replace S* (.90 hy &(.<$*) . Then we hare

(>3<V) S e^U'4 _ S(Qi) - 2-n3ri <5>(GL .
Vt

and 7l .

5, ttw'««• = *jl. Kv<rtud^It '

(**) ' " j [ L« ^+^ fe) "*^
fiV1 = N 2 I" Lil«) 2L_ «*, 6jCi> .

, i J J»JW) 2

where q ?aeuna we oust take the reduced value of
i.e. if * <?„ < 3*0^0

9d * <9* - 2.*

■^°c 2T l$f 0*^ ^*0 ia split up into two

i * VI* ,

JL,I.C.N. (?tfSljf)I Hkv .-W^,
kk'

Thus I s

parts

where

(3'40
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and represent** the Laue Scattering. Shis quantity is

everywhere sraall, except at = 2^ ( oi; k*

integers) where it has sharp gi&jclm - giving the Lane

spots. aiq&q are the weil-known equations for a

Bragg reflexion,

(K1- K) - 2*** ^

which may also be written

(MV) w'-K = 2irb^
where bK is the point K,b,-t *a ba + of the

reciprocal lattice.

Putting this value of (k'-Kin Ufc, we get the

value for the Intensity of the Laue spot.

t t cf(\\ t >5 < "2nt ( ^k- ck'fv .IL = To CH SW) (any i C ^
I kti'(?*)

= l„cn 2 «~2«(.6k* -V-V) .
kk1

where

= jk e Uk , and is real, since p

and UK are real.

The expression for the background scattering I6 ia

iB-Tocn E J
w s au,«) — ■

= i0c»j n w ^ ^
kk' j * .

= ^ 1,2 Wt' f W?) tk-f«0a ctti(9, s«2,(}•»'.f„.r(0l.
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where

Cut)
= 2 | Lb' L-\. 1 LkH^) Ivk' OV)^ ftCi)

J ^

. <WW » ? { 4 h) Lb' (1) - £'K) Lb' «>»» BJ|>)J
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Temperature effect on Background and Lane oatterlna,

It haa been stated in an article by ireaton

(Mature 147, p 4i"|. )f referring to the work of
Mra, Lunsdulo, that the extra spots in the Laue

photograph appear in the neighbourhood of a Laue

spot, when the crystal is turned through a atall

angle from the poaition giving; the Bragg reflexion,

Aa it is these extra spots that interest ua, we shall
consider only the value of Ip in the neighbourhood
of a Laue apot, for a setting of the orystal only

slightly removed from that which give a rise to a Laue

apot. This amounts to treating small values of Q ,

e shall first consider the effect wh oh the

optical and acoustical branches of the lattice

vibration have upon the extra apota. As <^->o
each of the eigen-vectors ct (c^ approaches some
non-aero value, The frequencies for the optical

branches of the vibrations which we Shall call

uia w< - - w,- oan be expanded in the fom

where oof are not aero. Thus we see tliat, in the

(for j5 4 is ) are finite steadily varying
functions of jx.

Thus the terms

W® -i i^v ,

neighbourhood of ^ o ,
Wj C<V>

and colk
skt,

2 I l[ {$) l-V C9) Lk'WH ——_ cotu
Js^ 1 J ^CO.fc) -T— '
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and

X | i i?) # (?) - L? (?) ^ (?' | f ^ ^,
appearing in , will eontribute only a smooth

intensity, and cannot give rise to any spots in the

neighbourhood of the Laue apota, ainoe there they
assume almost constant valuea.

However, a fact we have already used in the

neighbourhood of ^-0 , the three acoustical
brandies of the vibrations, cc,, , u>3 have the

expansions

= Cj .^4 ,

and

eoKftC^ ajcT ... I . 0(kp)
Thus the greatest contribution to JB arises from
tliis branch of the vibrations. Moo any fluctu¬

ations in , although they may be small, will

produce comparatively large fluctuations in ~3 ,

and thus there is a possibility of obtaining fairly

well defined spots, Consequently we shall consider

only the contributlono to Jp arising from the

acoustical branches of the vibrations w„usv, w$ .

It is well Known in the theory of lattice

vibrations, that as a first approximation, for small

^ , the eigen vectors, SkC^) > approach
a constant value for all , i.e. c\<y) say.
Thus to the first approximation and

approach values independent of ^ *** ^ except
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(3-0

for a factor —namely

StcAV) -i-r 2 1L-wf—^— <^Ny»>W j-.i 2«jC<\^ ~i

c^'C^ -> ° •

lfftO® (B-S1.
To the aame approximation everywhere where 2- CS-t'")A

appear a in I® it may he replaced by its value at

the oorresponding Laue spot, i.e. 3it bK

k s Io CN -t /^V » Xw -rw') \ ^
VP ZZZ

I / I LJC<?)f JL cofcv *j(
J=» \ 2«»j(<D

~ J0ciN/ z U*- fl-nO j u\$)f -*1
AH^W^I JCl CJ 9

e shall write down de this, for sake of

comparison, the expression X L

T - , sr M*' cw 3* c !2k* / _ -IL - IoCH Z (l*) S(Q\

It ia easily seen that the background intensity in

the neighbourhood of a Laue spot and, as a consequence,

that of any extra spots, is proportional to the

intensity of the Laue spot.

v/e shall consider how temperature affects the

intensities IL, respectively. The temperature

factor in IL appears only in the tern o,L <jkt ,
—' (Ok^ UtO

it ia in fact t , where

Uk« 1,» ? | — Wf!*5>W<r.y -B 4»)GO iwt J
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Utis a positive increasing function of

(Jonsequently e ~^ti Uk' decreases as \ increases,

i.e. th® Laue spots are brighter at low temperatures*

them at high. Photographs obtained by Mrs. Lonsdale

for experiments at liquid air temperature and at room

temperature bring out this fact very clearly.

(Hature 147, p. W ).
the part of which depends on temperature

la ^(T) « Tc-IUk-»op% _ ThiB vanishes for aero

temperature * i.e. at low temperatures the extra

spots vanish. This is in agreement with experiment,

A© T increases y(-f) also increases, until it
reaches a maximum value, and then it decreases again

and —> o as T co . fhis final decrease has not

been observed experimentally, the temperature at

which it will begin depends on the magnitude of

and is higher the smaller Uk is. If U* is email,
which, by considerations, similar to those mode* u'

Uwtt'
when the validity of expanding © in a aeries

was being investigated, we expect that U* . will bo

small, and consequently the temperature at which Kwr-t

«iis the maximum ie large.

In passing we shall consider how Ip is affected

by the physical properties of the substance under

investigation.

I, = ioc^r, s*v «-nCfc-!WkOj£ (?t.J |L.M)f <*V ^yi\Mnt Js' ^' .

aw,$)
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Thus the intensity decreases with increase of

the wave length of the incident K.»Ray, weights of
the atoms in these auhatanoea, and alao the Detoye

temperature. For the convergence of oof theory

these quantities lauat have definite lower limits.
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Background scattering for diagonal lattices.

e shall consider in this section the positions

of the extra-spots for crystals which have three

perpendicular axes of symmetry, o*, oy, 0z- and
allow the group of transformations

(?W) , , (;*, ^,-2} , (-*»-4,0 -

as well as a cyclic interchange of ( ).

{Diagonal Lattices, Born. 1923, §^). For such
lattices all the particles must lie at the vertices

.< *

of cubes having sides in the directions ox,ouj,oz

or on the diagonals of the cubes. Four well-known

lattice types which fail into this group are the

simple, face-centred and body-oentred cubic, arid the

diamond. For the first three the smallest cell

contains one particle only, an. has its sides defined

by the vectors { , a3 ) which will be given

presently in terns of the vectors ± , J . k , along

the sides of the cubic cell i.e. along 62.

For the diamond lattice the smallest cell contains

two particles. In the theory ws have worked out for

the X-ray scattering, it is most convenient to deal
with the smallest cells, so that in the sums (2»39),
(2'40) taken over l all Integral values of [ are

included, and thus the Delta functions arise

Immediatelyj without any algebraic manipulation,

talcing the face-centred lattice as an example, it is

easily seen how complications would have arisen Md
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the lattice been referred to,cubic cell , for then

the position of a particle is given by ( i|i 4 Uj 4i»k. )
where U, la, are restricted ao that l,UaUj

is always even. However, in considering the positions

of the extra spots it is much more convenient to

refer the lattice to the cubic ceil,

We call the aides of the cubic cell 2<\ . Then

for the four particular lattices mentioned, (and we

shall consider only these types, aa the substances

examined are of such structures) the vectors defining

the smalleat cell are

iiaple a,s 2a. C , s ± - 2a, k

ytice centred
and = a(. )4Jt) , *s = ft.(kuN , n3= a(C-tj).

Diamond " "

Body centred a, r - cx^C-j^k*) „

The second particle of the basis in the diamond

lattice has the position vector

5 «- •

e shall denote by 9a toe <\«<waUh k'~!5 oa) , we 1,2,3,,
and by MI.K'-Kyc , s 35 t Q}S in (,<'.*). U ^
Then the conditions for a Bragg reflection are

= 21TkJ , ols»,l,b .

where Xj1 are integers,

o shall find the corresponding relations for <$<*, .
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Using the equations above connecting 1, j, t and

<±\, <xi, , we obtain the following relatione
between ^ and

(i) dimple ^ . © ' .
lattice ^ ^

(^,4) (ii) face-certtree!
diamond
and 9t * ' Qi , <?a ' <9a-t 93"»<?/ , <p3= o^q;

(iii) body i / 1 , , , ,
centred. ^,s ^ 9b ? 2 = %■+ 9» > 9s5

And the three corresponding conditions for a

Bragg reflection are,

(i) ^ is any integer .

(if) 9t s ) , <?3®

or

4. . fysi*^ where are integers which must
all be even or all odd.

(iiij 9t« a*WneJ) , 9*» , 9*» **0^*0.

i.e. 9* = 2t»vc^ where are integers restricted

by x,i Uj^v;, mat be even.

In the vibration equations it ia most

convenient to refer the eigen-vectors e*(cy>) to
the axes °«, ©vj, o* i.e. aides of the cubic ceil.

Thus

s k l^*c**c^ ^ •* (k"k^2 4«c^\,
where K-h1

^ ia the component of (K~^ ) along
Ox and thus
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(4V) (K-K')x * ^
Similarly

VK-W ar ^Vacv, 5 ^W-fc )2 = ^3/za. -

and consequently for a Bragg reflection

(K-K')X S ) C^-W'\ s T-s > (K-^)Z» *5®
(X " <v (V

■V

The dynamical theory of diagonal latticeu has

been worked out in fAtom theorie dec Festen >ustandee*9
when the forces between particles are assumed to be

central. The case of the diamond lattice whex*e, as

well as these forces there act also forces due to

directed valency bonds has been worked out by Hagendra

Hath. I have also developed the theory in a slightly

different way, starting from a potential function, and
have expressed the equations of the vibrations in

terms of the three different elastic oonatanta

c,a> * The results which we shall require
to use in the following were found to hold equally

well in the oases of central forces as in V. ose

forces wl ich exist in the diamond.

It has already been stated that the greatest

contribution to I6 is made by the acoustical branch
of the viorationa, and the optical branch, in the

vicinity of the haue spot, c.wi produce only a smooth,

scattered intensity. Consequently in what follows
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we shall consider only the Wj(,<p ? SkCO
corresponding to tlie acoustical branch of vibrations -

and we shall restx^ict j to ^2,5 . v© also make

use of the expansions of <^1^3 , c£ (pO given in

wjC<\3 = eft1,1-
?£«0 * £i ♦

The ej are nonasalised by

2 cx^ -

Then the values of Cj and «/ are given by the

equations (Born 1923, P Mh (j*'0 )

^H) pCjfiic^s c* 4 W*c4
cH,c„,being the only three different, elastic

constants which can exist for such a type of

substance, and p is the density of matter. The
eigen-veotors are referred to the cubic cell. The

:
t : ' VA,V'

three values of Cj are the roots of the secular

deteminant of thist-equation?.

To the approximation to which we are working the

expression for Bu. is given by (3*1) and J?j by

I». IoCh r
rlW VW^« ^

This will have a maximum where

MO 2 ($-*')7 c*C9).«^CQ)
J —

Cj <T
has a maximum.
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Thus we require to find the quantities

k'V S " ? ^^ = V3 <o
This may be done by using the equations* (5*9)

and the ortho*nsrmal proper tie a of the c} , Kaoh

of the equations (5*9) i° multiplied by $*/cV ttn(^J I

nammtion is made over j # Using the or the-

gonality conditions (5*3) we obtain immediately

(4-13) fix* * \ fiax ) - t

X = x.vj.-s-

the regaining equations being obtained by oyolic

interchange of and a oorreapondisig inter¬

change of <\n <\i > •

This act of equations is consistent,, and it io

easily seen that the Axs, are times the

elements of the dsterminant which is inverse to

(VcM cf Cc'1+ SO Wa

(^tfc 1 «<H) <^,ql ^ (ciUCM) qs<V3

(jni CV»)V\* CC,i1Sh) qj ^
For brevity we shall introduce e, j\ to represent

the following combinations of the elastic constants

C|, - C\i - 2c<^ s £ | cm cq^ c jx then ct»" c<^ s /x ■+ £

Than

fixx

(jis)

p

£\>*0 ■* €(V*0 <^<\x i<*5<Ysi^v) *



the other coefficients ft22. being obtained by a

cyclic interchange of the co-orainatou ^,^,-r and
a corresponding interchange of

How for a perfectly isotropic substance g. , is

zero. e shall first determine the background

Intensity under the simplifying assumption that the

aniaotropy is negligible. For t = o , we obtain
for the coefficients

(M9 Bxx , V _ , P ,

-><^3 c*cM^
Thus the expression (4*11) becomes

p r cH 9V - > ,

V c„ c* & •*

Q2 = ,

Q1 = ^^<}j ,

and 9t9» = 9 * the change in 9 .

The expression (4*17) has an absolute maximum

at s ^ o i.e. at a Lauo spot. For other
small values of 9)191,9$ it is a positive mono¬

tonous decreasing function of Qii9*i9a,

( Ch^/v s c« - j and c^49s ? 9i9i'*9i9i'W$9j^)
Since the denominator is of the order 9^ , and the
numerator only of the order 9' , the fluctuations
in the expression, since 9i\ 9a"1 9s' are small, will
be influenced chiefly by the fluctuations of the

denominator. Thus (4*17) and consequently will

have maxima when Qjl , expressed in terms of the

whore

and
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small changes the orientation of the crystal and

the direction of the scattered intensity, has
minim© values.

We shall consider the minimum values of 9 in

the following case;-

7<© tsa:e the direction of the incident hen© along Us©

X-axis, fixed in opaoe, and assume the crystal
rotated about the T-axia, which coincides with the

y-axia of the crystal, perpendicular to it. The
axes ox, ox. 01 fixed in space and ox, o^, 02 fixed
in the crystal have the same origin. The setting of

the crystal at any time ia defined by the angle

between ox and ox .

The photographic plate ia set up in a plane parallel

to Xs-0

deferred to axes ox, oxt 02 , let the direction-
cosines of the scattered intensity *' be f, *j

so that C\\f) ■ ■ ?N \ ■

then we ahall have

A Is«*© spot is defined by giving these

quantities three integral values k,,wJ( (yj^whteh
arc to be restricted by equations (4*5). The

equations (4*18), (4*19) give ?«, *?* ,

, for the Laue spot kmk3
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ft- "iUfc

(4*)

% - £

^s *
,

1ft. U»W

""*,= - iU)"^y
^. _L_ IK, JIFZyivf*- i 10S"'\.
t K'-K* 1

In what follows we shall omit the suffix k to

the quantities <J> although it must be under**
stood that these have values corresponding to a Bragg

reflexion, is obtained from by giving

f, y <j> amall increments f, 1, 5( ? . The
direction-cosines of the scattered intensity being

f«l> V*?, V3-

oM , b\j o5w<^ (4 ■ IS_")

(4UI) ??■**?»? "i s (??4f C* 0 ^Vc*xU\^ .

The developments of are then

Q, S tft. J (_ f C05<^ ^ j, ^ceoq) <j> * - - ~j

*** \ 5,. *.* .?.

<JS = 3ft, 2_« -* 5«o<^ - .

where f( ure connected by (^»21).
Maintaining first order terms only in we get,
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Considering f, 5 as Independent coordinates

this haa minima where

>--(3*)'°'" -jfi* p*•>*'*'•
l I5>) =0, « 'j f ■» '"i' i +0"!)+"
■>5 ^ ' f n*

These have eolations

Is -6-01-?.
(4'2«)

5 = 64-* f-0 *,
and thus ^ s ^ ^

and these correspond to the positions of the extra

spots.

It is of interest to express the position of

the extra spot, however, not in terns of f,
but in terns of )C the angle between the scattered

intensity for the Lane spot and for the extra spot,

and © the change in the angle which the scattered

intensity stakes with 'the incident bean.

Then

» Uin)-* 3bi5")
- n By ho
= t - {1 (!-s)V ■> (jfc t-9* -i i"3v\ 41
-- t-
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fhus since / is small , )c & (i-f) ^ .

But
y,s 23w\r*/i f|s Ccot ) (i^1)

<xna f- -5,v,e, e = - 0-O3 4 »

§ - ra*e/p 4'

The sxprosslon obtained for )C is exactly that
obtained by Jauncey (Mature HI p Hfa ) He

started with a formula obtained by Bragg (Mature

p.Vo^ ), which was developed for Idci using
Preston* a idea that clusters of particles in the

substance scattered independently. He assumed

particles were situated at the corners of a cube.

Eaman*o formula also approximates to this for siaall

values of the angle between the directions of the

intensity for the Laua and modified spots.

What we have done, virtually, is to neglect the
term

> (3.4. 4 Mt 4 Qtfs*) .H (41*0 .

Mow

thus the exact value of (4»17) is

1 p f c,t {%f1f * ^JjC * ->*r($.33} _i— 1 1 *f if
4<va
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The conditions for a maximum can be written in the

foilowing way,

and
V

\ 1 " ? =°'
8 - 2H 6- 7^ ) • °.

where

w ?\ x c + i: i i
nl t

and
_ 7

a. v$fiif vt 5-? 53 * *20-0
V f T

Ihia we shall write

c [I'm!! j , $) l +(— ^ (5vH)!«t"V
•f" 1* I*

Denote by f0, the solutions of aquations (4*24)
which are given toy (4*2£) and let toe

solutions of (4*29). >& shall work on the assumption

that \ y \ are amall compared with f6 , "Jc * Then
in {4*29), ao an approximation we retain only terras

*. „

of the first order in
, "i, . It the resulting

solution is small we ahall know that the assumption

is true and our approximation is valid,

ocordlngly (4*29) became, using the expressions

(4*2{j) for

^ -- 5, -* X i* °,
a ?
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and aftor some reduction

- f+Vbd,)]

Eliminating ^ , by means of (4*32), is
given by

lie oe© immediately that, for small 0 , ( 6 ia
the angle of scattering) the moat important term in

the coefficient of f^ie ~ y and thus |( ia
of the order of . Tide is 0 and ia

small compared with |c whioh from (4»25) we see ia

of the order of magnitude of 0 . Thus for small

angles of scattering the additional term p f: in
the numerator only makes a email change in the

position of the spot, this change since f, is

negative brings the extra spot nearer to the Laue

spot.

We shall determine the values of y. and tie shape
-2

of the extra spot when the term is taken into
(SVn), c,t

consideration in^assuming the approximation we have
made is valid.The values of 5i, 7, corresponding to the
solution found for f" are

(ass)
"

'"fo-oo-so.
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ihus the position of the extra spot i s given by

? - {- O-OJ - ;1 Mi
1 - f 0' oo-joCii

(**> < ij 15 1
ax

5 . [(*,,.,), *

tviyt)

i -

$ ^ .

\f

and. the value of % ia ,assuming f is email and terms
k"!

of c and higher orders can oe negiejted

(M '31) X1-- O'D* V + 3Vo'0, 2f.1
C" i-*(»-fl0'9O

Ch

Thus we see that when the term ? i in (4<i) is taken

into account, the position of the extra spot depends
not only on the value of ^ for the corresponding

Laue spot hut also on the athimuthal angle which

appears in ), ie, for Laue spots lying on a circle
about the incident beam the distance of the extra spot

varies as we move round the circle. However the tei'm

in which "j appears is small., of the 1 statth order in
and thus this effect is small.

The co-ordinates on ..

pie photographic plate,which

we shall denote by are, for small 6, to the first
order proportional to and .Thus the curves of

constant intensity in the neighboui-hood of a laue spot
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taking the laue spot aa origin, are , ^ -

C 15 a ccwiV-avi11 yfcWcU WA>§V

be. \c» W>A W WlfcfSOMVOw.

VJaWt V\awd S*k* ,

WVvut

(4»ft 6 = t3> + *» urf - 'Is u * •> !^ill v,i „ (l-W) ?
0 V 1 * t v

hen we make a change oi' eo -ordinatea corresponding

to (a) a transformation of the origin to the centre of

the extra spot (b) a rotation of the axes so that the

new focea are along and perpendicular ,o the meridian

through the l*aue epot the equations of the curves of
constant intensity become

(4^ ^uS vN f ?)- * (vm au-f)0 ^v\ c„ y

The second term on the left-hand aide haa its

coefficient of the second order in & and thus is small

compared with the other term. Thus as an approximation

the curves of constant intensity are

I C
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Theae are ellipses having their centres at the extra

apot and minor and major axes in the ratio f:l, .Since

| ^ I the ellipticity ia azaall

The exact curve of oonatant intensity ia one of the

fourth degree, which touches this ellipse where it ia
out by

0 -t uu-f) $ = ° •

Since the coefficient of the square of this linear

expression ia small, the fourth degree curve differs

very little tram the ellipse considered above.lt can

easily be shown to be closed, lie outside the fhlilpae
and touch it near the end of the major axis.
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3a, gaa&Maaa ,°r Sfat *&&&. aaalaJta. am ?t
anisotroay.

To determine the positions of the extra spots

In the case of an anisotropic substance, even

although the degree of anisotropy, which ia measured

by i ia small, becomes very complicated, since
homogeneous equations of the ninth degree are

w *

involved. As a simplification we shall consider

only x*eflections in the plane of the inoident

radiation whioh is perpendicular to the axis of

rotation i.e. directions of scattering for which

*]* o and also ^ = o,
the arrangement of the experiment being as described

in the last section.

In such a case £,} and f,5 can bo expressed
in terms of one parameter t and its increment ©

only, where © is the angle between the inoident
and scattered radiation for a Lane spot, and e is

an angular deflection from the direction of the

Lauc spot.

In ouch & case we shall have,
0<-<^=o ,

so that the only quantities it ia necessary

to determine are Az-s and flxx . Before

writing these we shall consider the expressions for

Qei and in terms of ^,4> *»<* e,t Since

|Ccc©, -j i«c«ee.
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they are, using (4•19), (4*22)

g>, - cr (_-c■
fe»)

arid

(5-a)

<?, * o <r- «<£
9% * <rl **<$ - **(£-*)).

<$, : r(isn(fe) 4 *4> ^-|)s»*£ ) .

§1-0

At the same time we shall write down certain

coKbia&ticna of the q*, qA which will be required

later,

(9»9|4 ^sQj- 5.
9^5 - <?3Q, * :rl (.e-2#) ^*/2 ,

XI

V

q* x ^ (e2- '^e/r i
z r' [ i 9|*2O- ®) 2®^^' *e) S4we/i~1 ^ ^m 6/z 1

the quantities fix*, *22, Rxi (4«15) are given by

A** A,^Z2

9s(ewC*t V" (C*-^)^i* ) (_ CdC^q ^s- C^^Cd-C^^s}
(«■»)

^Z.

- (C\vK^) C<H 9 9i 9s ^c« 9b 4 C44 «,(Cn-Ctt} <$" 9? Q»
2 . At & 2i;l
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•" 3 •» 1 — i

Writing in the denominators of fix*, Qs<MQj
we see they become ^cM 4 Qj"1' and

c.^ ql ( ckQ," 4 respectively and the
expression (4*11) of which vie require the maximum

becomes, apart from a factor p v&

<?? (<» $1 * <M $\) "* $ {Cn$>3 + C<H CW) 5i*S
CWC^ 94 "* £(Cl,HC|s") $1$}

CnC^Qj 4 cM -V

Cm^h ^ 4 €U«< C(l) Q,1^
This, ©xi>reaaed in terras of the quantities 6,9 is,

4c„ (e-s^)"1 «vv\4§ 4 -v 5^(24-©*) sw\'5 ! { 5 S*AIC4"6)
4 2 64 Siwf - 24 «*> C^"6) 5HA I )

cHc^ [&1- 4©4 svf! -v -* £(«*-*0 [1 ®' **" JC4'®) 4 aS4 ««s*^
- 9 4 St* (J4 " ®") ^ 11

fhia expression is still too general for fx

determination of the positions of the spots and a

further aliplifieat1on must be made, fhis will be9

that we shall assume Su\% is small, which just
amounts to a consideration of the background

scattering only in the neighbourhood of those Lane

spots not far removed from the direction of the

incident bear . this is what is actually done in

experimental work and so the procedure is reasonable,

five value of *\v\.5 is given by (4»2G), for
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cwe.i-JiyV v 2SM%e/l'

•Akutm a km small, and Wt

5w® - U») "■
IS

ftStifUlttS

and as f^Q must 'be chosen amllf this is small for
small k , Thus, what v»e ahull do virtually is to

expand the value of 6 which calves (5*5) a minimum

in powers of ^ . ie sliall so© imoedlately that two
eases arise, according as on© of \<v or k2 is or is not

aero. In the first of these oases is either

equal to § or , toy (5*i)» Both these values
substituted in (5*5) SiVQ it the aturie value - this

is to be expected ainoe, on account of the symmetry
of the crystal, they correspond to the same physical

conditions. In the second case when neither k, nor

ia aero "s<$ and can be expanded in power

aeries in f4) each starting with a uon-aoro constant
tens, thus;-

1 J +l(i)'H ■ ^(0 ■* •

The two cases will be considered separately.

(J* i© X). Either t > or is gex»o.

In this case <$ = § <*«•*§ substituting this1 la

value in the expression (5*5)> ^e terns arising from

anleotropy vanish in the numerator, and the resulting
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quantity, which we write ua ^I6)is

i . ,,N • 4clt 4 srn'eAe'
^le = - -7——,'

CHC^ [ e1- \ *4$V el « €(<««O Sm1® OK)11 (.6-54- I
v»e assume that the value of § making this a

maximum can toe expanded in the form of a aeries iri

Sv\ ® s thus
i *

i s ^ u».s»k®•
i >

If the maximum oondition ia written down,and only
the lowest powers of maintained, we obtain at

first a® » o , the equation for a( ie

(f'8) Sc,,A| [c*c^ (a^V)1 + ai J - ()to«» * 4cmh at) (4c„c»m(aft^ + *eCeidei»)) a, = o.

This ia, in fact, the coefficient of the lowest

power of *iv\S , (which ia $ml§ ) in the
numerator of ^ . It haa a root <\. = o , and

XS *
aa ax, passes through these values ^ changed from
positive to negative. Thus cv, = o corresponds to a

maximum of :j . We shall not consider the other

four non-aero roots of (5*9), since they will refer
to positions in the plane at a greater distance from

the Laue spot.

Proceeding in the same way we find the coeff¬

icient of the next higher order term in the

numerator is (for a, s o )

[$ci^aa- ItCil) lbct(c^ - IIbCh ^ 8£ C<***tOaa^ - Cj

. a, = " !C,C'"1 v ,c«ci1
c44 " ^<-1. - £(d-*cO ICu'iH "• £(^cu) "C*,
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pofihoc
This la in general a negative quantity, although

for areola! valuea of the elastic constants it could
or pajttwc

become positive. If It is negative ^Lt corresponds

to a ciiiximm value of vjLe) , since ^ changes from
positive to negative as ^ passes through this

value.

*.;e shall consider the value in the special

oases of No. and l'v!

Moid tu= 4^0 , C,a s 12^ > s 1320. ('*
By calculation we find <xa * -t o-fa5\

W.Cl Cm = Slfo , cn = bSS c^ * 1^3
Then <x7 - ton

Tw W *»*.«.« 4 *•' «*» *•" • w w W"v po"'"
o\ 6»v\? opptootvxq , <vu qtbev* bvjp

H*a •, 9 = + o<rsWe/2 •, Ka.
These are of the same order of magnitude in

fcU m predicted in other theori.e but numarioui

values of the constant factor, as predicted by our

theory, differ.
1 have been unable to obtain sufficient

infonaation about the eluatio properties of diamond

to determine the values of Cn,"/m c<w . However, the
values of these quantities have been determined

theoretically by Nogendra Hath. He finds the

relation

Cu ^ •*

exists between the elastic constants. Now the

quantity ( ;c(,-cn -c<h) ) is a faotor of the



denominator of a2 for we can write

4 2c„c^
a2 = •

(Al-Cll- <«) C CM * £HO

Thus for the diamond «.a becomes very large. If

the relation (5*1°) *3 correct for the diamond, one

of the roots of 5*$ other than a,«o must he

considered. Then the deflection of the scattered

radiation will be of the order of sm® ^
It is impossible to determine the exact shape

of the extra spots from these considerations, as we

have restricted ourselves to v^ = o . the intensity
of the spot aan be calculated and involves the

elastic constants in a complicated way. Thus it

seems as if the behaviour of the extra spots depends

largely on the elastic constants of the substance

concerned, and no general formula, determines their

positions us in the case of the Luue spots.

e shall now consider the other case,

(Quae IXL M°» "i 4 0

Sow we have to take (5*5) *-n the general form,
and insert the expansions for o»4> and given by

(5*6). The method of procedure is exactly the same

as in case (1). e expand the value of & , corres¬

ponding to the maximum of the expression (5*„) in a

aex'ies,
© s $ (fcc + a,Stw | +• )

Again the equation for reduces to «/so
The equation for determining a, in this case
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however hue no aero roots. It is obtained by

equating to aoro the coefficient of in the

numerator of and ia
M

£stw*24>") ^ ?£*wi<J> ccaa4"]["cMc^ i(c*i cvfana^ t

- : ifcC„-V 4c^a}« 4(*to2^ (^A?Sik3^ J, 3A,CW2^ - 2*1*24)

4 2eCcm"*c»OCj^»StvA 24* + IC0524 ) ji cx^ 4 :icv,c<532<^ -'■jsw 2$ )

Ho attempt has been made to collect the terms

in this equation, as the coefficients are awkward

expressions. However, we consider the constant term,
which is

-*U «M2«^ceo2f [ £( i^Cn\ -t 4 c* Ccm ctl -c^") .

this ia only aex*o if £so ov s»*\^*ccoQ-. i{ the
2ere

case to lowest order in ©/ ia included in

case i) i.e. we have aniootropy. Then, us ia shown
in the last section the position of the spot ia

given by an equation of the form

e s c. w | $ .

Thus, in general, for points on the axis
the extra spots have an angular deflection from the

Laue spot of mi amount of the order of $tn| 4
The cases where the deflection is of the order of

2 s,ni6 are (i) complete iaotropy, (ii) the indices' \
of the Laue spot have either u, or k; aero,
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(ill) k, and i<3 are equal. In those oaaea the

resuita agree with experiment. However, we have no

exaot experimental observations} for the case of

k jk j 0 , and would suggest that anT j T

examination be made of the regions surrounding ouch

Luuc spots.
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Part VI.
■«.?.; ;• -' m .: ;>.

1. Introduction.

In this paper the equations of the meson are

treated in the same mxrmev as the Pirao Equation in

a previous paper (X, fuehs. IV) We us© the
(2)

formulae developed by Kessaer, ' with a small

modification, introduced ao that the set of Maxwell's

equations for the electro-magnetic field is obtained

as a special ease.

In the uauol notation the 'classical' meson

equations are

v
. 1— - « £t Aoift,
* K* C)*j5

_ ,1 v

IX* =
where the two constants are usually taken both equal

to nl£f* , and *m6 is the rest mas. (Sone

authors '^) put i{ s \ } ifs Qf j which is
equivalent to the first definition, since only the
product £,ti, matters). We prefer to keep the

constants separate in order to be able to go to the

limit t,'=o 6j = I . this process leads to

Maxwell's equations, which are in this way included
in the following considerations.

t

. 'm,o Angular. ,. M^ratur.

In (?,0 space the operator of the four-vector

* fidgets b preui«ft P<xporS of **« art: denoted by a
j2o»wwv soHvwod, vOmov prccccds H\« ayjaW- notKbth



of momentum and energy of the meson may fee taken to

fee

C»o * • t if
where

*«) *n*0*J - c^*» .
(o wh

xk = 9*L*t , V = j 1 k =M°
L -t kit iO ;

The angular momentum operator in four dimensions

is defined in the ueual way to fee

(aa) rfL = *V-
This is a six-vector, of whioh three components

form the three-dimensional angular momentum vector ^

and the other three oomponenta another three vector II.

1* * ^ * nlt ■

Nx * ^ Ns s ^ = N0% '

The adaptation relations of theee operators, and
the results of operating on the angular dependent

part of the solution of the Klein-Gordon equation with

them, are given in (IV B 1.)

3. o wave equation of the meson.

In the oftBs of the Klein-Gordon equation and the

JJirac equation the angular dependent part of the

wave operator was expressed in terras of the angular
momentum. A similar treatment is possible here. The

wave equation of the meson is taken in the form,

(Xeioner, 1939)

\.£

(j O (j»«p, . ipp) ^ p = O .
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the P is aplit out from the matrix to bring the

equations into the some form as the Dii'uo equation IV.

tliia ia of course not possible in the case of

laxwell' a equations.

the pK are matrices satisfying the oornnu-
tation relations

(yf) wy**Y4 '"V,
and is a diagonal matrix oho son so that each

component of ^ will satisfy the equation

(3'3) (VkPw - P') V = ° )

which, for imaginary values of , is the Kiein-
Gordon equation.

The wave equation (3*1) ia slightly altered in

foris from the one proposed by homier owing to a

different ohoice of co-ordinates. e have taken aa

the fourth Go-ordinate x°s tf , in place of *

Consequently, the relation between po and p* ia
(5° = -i(*\

Also 4 replaces the unit matrix.

Aa in previous papers of tliis aeries we trans¬

form to polar oa-ordinatea £, <x, />, \ (in

conformity with previous papers ia used to

define one of the spherical co-ordinates, although it
has already been used in the wave equation. However

there ia no danger of confusing the two meanings in

what follows.). According to
at1 ■ (Jecolvt *v\j> eeov,

3,4) J st1 » R ceo Km ,
\ X* 1 (2o»w«o«jj,
X = RsirtKof .
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By use of the relations (IV 3*6, 3*9)j we obtain the
wave equation in terms of these co-ordinates,

The results, 8© far, hold for any set of pv which

satisfy (3*2) Kesaser haa shown that there are three

irreducible representations for the js" . The
representation which makes the wave equation

correspond to froou'u equations will be used. Then

the ft my be written,

and ~ denotes the transposed of a matrix.

The most general form of (3 oonsistent with
relutiviatic invariance is a ten row and column

diagonal matrix, of which the first six diagonal
elements are £, , and the last four are £a .

i, and lt are connected by

rather than the unit matrix, since, by a suitable
choice of £, and , the wave equation leads

immediately to Maxwell's equations for the electro¬

magnetic field.

In order that the usual expressions appearing

in the meson theory, which has been developed for-

It is advantageous to take a in this form



Imaginary 1% (i.e. in terme of the reat ms) cmy

still hold, the adjoint, IV4 of , must satisfy,
for imaginary value a of P,

(V«0 PK -v «-P R ° >

^ » t ?* <j0 , rj0 „ 7|S0pc-| ,

where H- is the transposed conjugate of *V .

This condition arises from the necessity of the

four-vector of charge and current (Kemmer, 1939. p ^S", )

to satisfy the equation of continuity

(>*) !,< <y^ * ©.
The validity of equation (3*10) requires that

£,P and €jP shall be real, and therefore £,,ea

mast toe imaginary. Then of course the equation of

continuity dues not hold when P la real.

The commutation relatione between p arid the
matrices p" are
(m [p. pV"1 = ° >

(I'Si) IYYP r (yop".
This last equation my toe expressed in the more

usual form

t. p •

toy a different normalisation, tout such a normalisation
would not be convenient in this case.

4. The .Tan cpcrators.

The four dimensional operator of total angular

momentum is obtained toy considering

ft.Q fix' 6ke - *k 6vo) dV 5 C*c e°° ~ *" 8 ) av,
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- tit
where v is %im uymmttleal tensor of energy and

momentum. In our notation

.» »u. ip.c{- *ik *>*',

($.«) , «■ [py^-c^v*] - *
Ck wW

Using the second form for © and the comma-

tation relatione for p" gives

P* . j ye" - *"e") 4v

Pslt - ©*® -xfeeec) dv.

V s c po^p^-x^p®)4) «* t ^ ^(s°13 <**!*<* + L!LiL£_|56j^J av,
According to Kemmor, (1939. P. 96.), the expectation
value of an observable with operator to is !' 4>' P°w ^

where jfa" denotes (3?co when p® »rd tc acamm te,
but a 9jpmetrioul combination of them when they do

not. taking this synaaetrioal combination to be

pean idp° observing that pvpk-pVu)
(when v, u« \, ■a,^ ) commutes with p® we see the
total angular momentum operator in four dimensions is

(4 4) 6mH = t*V" + * ( ^PV" |»l/0 ,l»

and the spin operator ia

(j0 s" = py- ??.
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In the usual, way the three-vectors , *H and

also § , § are introduced.

snx- M*-» 5^l= W '^4 • 5i .
^•0 it

the squareii of the operators t? ■> *t) are

vf = + • -f1) "* A
- n1 t SH) "* *'5,1

(j-8)

the aocsautation relations for the spin operators are

similar to those appearing in the case of Dime's

equation, i.e. in our case they are;-

1 « - l4'

[C<\ - K5"]/ i4*"
Also the operators *MZ , *H\ 5M* connate with
each other

%., sn*] = fa,SN'] • fa- **1 - 0 •("Hi

The invariant

*\C - faf- *M •

Is introduced, and obviously carnal tee with 5^r and

The operators 5M2) , S|c , also commute with

the wave operator.

'') • Tlio ;leoreaentatton of the tuin Operator.
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5. The itonreaentatlon of the :pin Operator.

Uaiiig the representation far the (?>k given in

(3-6, 3-7), the spin matrices may be written in the
form

c M=
I *■

/ O

«

\
2 0
o

o

0 © \

© o

0 0^
0 ^ 0/

H

where <x and 7 are defined in (3*8)

All the matrices in {$*I) and (^•2) are square, with
ten raws and Goiumns,

Then iri the expressions (4*9) for the squares of 6^,
and *M

, we sh&ii have

w> um- t rw,i1 -

© o

0 0 0

© ©

o

o

(5.s) (*%) = J / 0 © ©
(pfW) o © °
O © O ("XN)

y © © ('XN) ©

(?*)

(fO

where we have written

(5^

(ef.h) = ^

V *VMy ©

(d, N") s •+ ^3 ^2) = - C ^ ^ ■

(\N)s "XiM** fx H)" ( <f '

and 1 is the unit matrix with three rows oh1



columns.

6. j-yoper, Vf^uea, of *117 and *"
Since M2. aernes* te with eaoh other

proper
they will have simultaneous functions. By oboe i*vi»g

the feme of the matrices representing these

operators, we see that the proper value equation in
eaoh case will split up into four equations.

Consequently we write the simultaneous proper

function as

r*
iq - '

where X? ,

elements,

(Vf)

and Xc la a column matrix with one element, i,e
a scalar quantity.

Let the simultaneous proper values of the

operators SW», be 4\m, ^aCaiO( A\V
Then using (5*1) ~ (5*6) the equations giving }S

p«^>3 is a column matrix with three

arid

tW)

Cb'O

are

C<x> PkXPA \ '
(to) HzX" * •

^ - * a(aa*>X '
(v^5 s AfA^O X '

(*)

Go

(po

Cw

to

IC«

'rf- 2^- X* ■* ® O.
- Of? - AM A *N) x1 4 ~ {*■ »0 X( 5 c •

^ ^ - a^AHOAO A "0 X* A ^ [y{ N)X°- c -
(M1 - W? - AM fc> A fc\) X6 A 4 (.X M)>3s ° '^ I
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Let be a proper function of the operator sv\z

How sM2 coiamites with , N* and K , so these

four operators can be brought aimaltuneously into

diagonal torn*, Thus will involve only one

sisail taneoua proper function fa,*. °3T M\ K

ip= 9- b33. ' f » a0
a<"

^ |k.U»V

thus we have froia (6*3a) and (6• 3b) respectively,

IkAlhi-

^mcj" + ^ <X^1) }k»Vi*H = /*>>vaP

^vh ap5 |k(Vm = |k(i(tu

***0? 5K,t»VH a fK.Uw •

Equating to aero the coefficients of fw.i.tu
in these equations, gives four linear equations for
oJ\ ap\ The secular equation for these

has three solutions.

(b"3) m = >+>, .

Correspondingly we obtain three independent

expressions for the three columns

p6

I > <H ^ - '1
h,\
\ ©

und for

(tio) ?M so;
.00

\ O

r= a
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liquation (6*4a) reduces to

(tf- AUvH1, * ^ (^zxp- *VP') = ° •

M (|f. n,X"^ °° "
(tf . *?) #♦ f (V"^) *0 •

Since auaimutes with H* and K* as well us with

we aim a-aaama the simultaneous proper functions of

st"V and j, as linear combinations of the three

proper functions (6*9) of *H2, ,e

i- C| * i'cl
~ ct ■* ci ^Kvl(^n

By using the relations (IV, 2*8) we obtain, after

reduction,
c, ^It- i a 8(1\am0 = © •

St -v hc,(u^ - ilc, (.1-/0 - c '

t« l(M0 + a - MM\) .

Then we mu&s the secular determinant vanish, we

obtain,

(jo'14> l« A-^ A, AA\ .

and (6»1J) gives the corresponding ratios of

the three independent solutions are

Mi/As i(y»0
Ji

51

^itc.A-np / \-2^(K,A(ju

$K)AA»jjM "" CAtynOChM')
L ^ i.K-^1) }*, pu ,yu-t -V Ai»,KiA.JU -
- 1 U">M0Ui/M0
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The solution of (6«4to) which also satisfies (6»3to)

ia jk AiU . Finally we consider equations (6*5).
Joing the expracaion (5*7) for "0 and (^5 M)
(6*5a) may he written

(tf- ACA^nS ^v)xB - ^ CMz%"- M^:i) i o .

ftf- otf - ^ (^xX15-

Ma -X'- ACA^O^d^)^13- ^ °-

' (6*5*0 fjiveo three similar equations with X

replaced toy X* and toy - y} .

(6*5o) (6'5*d) nay toe written

M (N-- «? - A<mo*N*S) (#;) - * 'N',") *4 ■ 0 •

(t*\t) - A(A*0tf -t #0 X°- ^ Crt>x3^ ^%5YNiXs3) = o.
I

Since 5Ka commutes with K* each of the three
propa*

columns y of the simultaneous functions of *riz

V, 1k1 cum be taXen aa a linear combination of the

functions (6*15).
Thus the proper functions will toe of the form

Xp= -t i np'<^.
(mi)

X6 _ Qce f= M )M«/A ,

By use of relations (IV, 2»15), (6«l6) gives, after

induction,
,6 AhArO

Mpi1" A aiR90 - O

B16Y - li fT (a-K-0(AimQ
^ ai^^0z= 0_

^

^(toa^ -iiB» ACAIQ^M^ ^
(mjOM)*
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and (6*1/) and (6*I'd) lead to

flso = o i

(^2A-t)ftV + i' fi°°=o

(WMOB* -V floo s0

(sAit) (A-m)1

- ft !ll'H 1- fl2*"- 4(AA0*ftW«°,
A

where

t= - [KCMl")- VA5~] _

there is also a act of equations similar to (6*20)

with fi1", fi > repiaoed by R f and

ft10, Ft** repiaoed by -ft1, -ft1 , -ft , The

vanishing of the aeoular determinant gives six

values for «■ by

(k-OC^O > , *\ -P. K(K«) i V-te^tV 5 v= («MOCj«»V» Va fc11)*

Te liave thus obtained two independent sets of

simultaneous proper functions of SMZ ) *M5 and V .

One set has the proper value of SIC1 in the form

X? and the other has it in the form

where in ©aoh ease k is a positive

integer.

The proper functions are

(A) Those having proper values ^A(A*0 ,



}

~ X4 ~

'ayt _ A a- + (A^OK^H*")) ^ ,"

OAM (JA^O^O* HuA.p
_. <y4-

M.j*

/
*X*' - i ^ - 0^0 0«

Tew-
b,*4 V-

AXV- - 0* k.A.p. -

*-y6' ^

L Wtju r

V* - X
AM,JU " AM

*

C ^

te-v*- 5 O
'K,A./4

,,Ot

V°v,^ -°

Cy»
a,»f- 0

. (^-k)(M iua) .

fcI* * - ^MtM' IA+IX' 2A41 ^ ^)Qa<) M,

1 ^ k.,A,^ s .

(B) those having proper values ^AU-tO, Xi kC^u)

rv° iAl 0* ,

(b"24)

7A4I "•*'/» (oA4i)CA+0a U'A'^
ft-vl©'X _ a®

0

M,jU =

bv,b
Mi/U.

IvM

Afc.A,JU. V =■ OAU,A^

fc-v*X 1/ i 1. s O

ft, Y 06
V ^MUk = o

bv» a Y ""
iA^ Zylt* M»> = 0

b*?; - =0 <x51 ^ . (\4*iK4lX^iiM0 +

bvoc . «."V01^ k,A,^~ - CA4,i ««0 f*il,A</k .

3M v.ri^Ujm.

The wave equation has already been expressed

in terms of polar co-ordinates in (3*55

^ \feU ^P"5« K" * rtRlg^gO^Vh^P^'®.
It la easily shown that the wave operator

comma tea with the operators 3m2 , *ff ( . CJonae-
quently the solutions of the wave equation are

linear combinations of the proper solutions given in
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(6*23) and (6*24), The coefficients in these linear

combinations mat be functions of H,

We consider the quantity (fy-pO which

appears in the wave operator. If we writ©

(J'2) V • /<
£■>

\vV°'
where ^ , ps\,i,2> is a column veotor with three

components, and a column with one element

- x0^5 + («- t) M)C \

(vt) (>pM) = j - (~0 H>3
oc8 ^ t (*.«) v*r

- (.a:,, ^

where

(tt.ol) =• a(ei,4 (x * x,.^, -t *a"Xa"* *j"V.s ♦

W# consider the results of 'operating with

on the simultaneous proper functions (6,23)

Using relations (IV, 2»24, 2*2lJ) und remembering

Xo s - X we have

b-o

~X® '^Mi^ "* ^K.A.yU = " 2 X-KU./i).
- (*•*) cX*a.^* " l|( Vw/.p 1 "X^ .

&,u
e W7L;\ a. fty1i _ ,o cy3o^ ^Wu.o= tK .,/*

^ fix">0KiA.^u
cw\d

*° ^M.yu * C*»0 bXM.Juc 0 *

" (,*o*»lXj) ^x'l" ■= 0
\

kA/l
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Each component of the wave function satisfies the

Klein-Gordon equation (3*3). Thus, from a consider-
ation of the relations (7*4), we see that b"X" and

bXa* will not appear in the wave funotion,
which la, consequently, of the form

V i 2|tii Iwj, u "t " I?

(V)

B
r *^Myu \

fl4 - 2 ftT1+ _L fl" i Z*M,a -V fl R - MiilJW.

VAn 'X*
'A

v.A.ju.

J ft' iz«„ q~M./fc
iawhere the argument of the Beuoel function 2

pe4
•hen we substitute in the wave equation, and use

the recurrence formulae for the Bessel function,

f?'k)
&'*)«*)■ -aiS'lM!)

v\4l

? ]- r z
&

PR>

A 7

we get for the constants

fl" = - A4
, B° = ifi, ft" .

Thuc a solution of the wave equation ia

fii)
r 2a-ti C!) *<V \
I - / PR\ a a+ _ i -7 f T^x/
p kn V £ ) g k v *w ' *«*•>

- ( PR
e Zmi VI£

it, 2

PR\ Cx5e
^

lit, (PR\ C-y"
1441 V 2 / ^

'VL,JU
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/e can find another independent eolation of the

wave equation involving the proper functions with

proper value C k(k-u") for sKa ,

&?ith the notation of (6*24)

6*)

cy31 * h qot - - R *Y 16
~X° ^K,y V 'X ItMi^ ~ a .

- (*.<>0
31

MtU
£ «V°
a ^K.A./A •

Qv\l

*o *M,ju + C*^ ftx" = -«( fi £X3" -t JL S34 >,<A'> V ^
kll AUf J •

5CjV%t0 - - £ ( "i1 cT0' * JL C,« \'

V. ml Xvs,A.)A ),

p"*«>. -t (?.«) = ° ■
J ■ t,l>l"»0 V"Uf ! O.

in tiiis case the oorx'eoponding solution of the wave

equation ia

(Y1)
R

i 1

a vte
^K.A,JUR ^1)

[z)k-ti /fv. J k.A.ja.

\[ s \u' peR I
( P_R\ CV3+ _ "j? 7 ( Pf ^ S3"
V M 'S.A.ju M k^/ A,yu.

£j [ - z.
P \ tMl

/' PK \ c 01 VAI 7 ( Pf\ C-v0'
*av * J u"i *W AW'/»

Ha am iaaftJ&ga An asamft*

Correspondlag to (3*i) we postulate the wave

equation in p-epaoe,

vR/»') *"= o ,
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where

(S'2) ft*
and p1 la similar to p with fa replacing

£, wild f2, and (*-3) * - f,'e2'- -t .

Kaoh component of 4f% satisfies

(5<4) If-o .

*ie inti-oduce polar co-ordinates, aa in ll-space

p, a Pc»VW**W^ «»"t\
Pi * PCCOVN*' S«K^ SttA^'.
Pj : ? to^WP cca^'.
p0 r PswvVv1 .

Ass in IV the representation of the angular

momentum operator in p-apace is denoted toy an accent.

The wave equation can toe expressed in polar

co-ordinates, analogous to 13-5)

*0 [-k|[(P«P") .K"l + tU»4W(^4iVl
from a consideration of the rule formulated in

(III, 2*3), the aijaultaneous proper function of

*pf2 i 5k'* can toe deduced froia those of

5m2, sIT ,

Let ouch a function toe

Then the two acts of proper functions are

(A) Those hawing proper valuea

for *n13 , *K,:1 are
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, - 51
/-

w

-\ —— JL
. . W . " %JU

\

»i ; H * i (mo
"

"Tq^O
to, *i , ^(o '
wiu^ *.Ap

t 10

°\,A^ 0

£{0«,A.jj, *■ 0

*

<*M.p s °
to, >4. /s

"Uf1

x l£4. .. =
to *oi - 0wM.p "

, w , J- (HHA^Q _ nM ,

Ww"V~ 1W KlV (2MO(.m03

A.p
V

(il) Those having proper valuea ^ ^ AlAAtl , ^ K^K>
for 5ni s 5n\

(?*) ,

r*« # uw^si*
^Xh ' (jiA-tO) ",A^\ (?AAO CAI»V

*ftM . * - JlM.p.

'

Vtt.u = - ^M.U /tw'X .. *<'V,)K ' " ">V ~k.A./*

coiv- «o
K .10 A,.10Va1(*= WM,)v j M.>k

• O

*,>?9
-. o

to,.»<>WM.j^ s

_ **■ (An:'4£i)(A«i*"0 H'"V^V^" w,„u.,y ■%„
6^M.u = ^ * 1^0)C.t,A,yU .

Hhere the accent denotea foair *. |*<t o.re to he

replaced by «\ y in the expressions for j
and SI

Two independent solutions of the wave equation are

obtaiiied

s-o «

pAm u«,y" f 2t \ 'l _ fttoW .

p 2|cn M/*.
1 7 fcftlA _ i 7 ft, ''PIk^ MtjU p2w ^t.A.u
~" fct 7 CC&*°

\
z6e --I 1 7 *,0*
U.^y ^ ZM, Ww,A,^

7 Cm9®
- * It'll ®M.>A.

£j ( * 1 V1 - *23 *#V, ^
p V lui^l "w> M| M,pJ
e't K - C..OA WAi-1 e,v9' V
A t W "" a>'>»~M ' »,»W

where the argument of each Beuael Function is
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fhe reciprocal functions for the raeaon equation

have been determined, as in III and V, However there
is difficulty as regards the oorreot definition and

normal!station of reciprocal functions, and this

point liiat bo clarified before farther work can be

done,

I have to express my thanks to Br. K, fuoha for

guidance in writing this paper.
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